
2022 MONDO AT ROYAL MADISON

Friday, June 10, 2022

OFFICIAL RULES

#1 LOW NET The Simplest of the Simple $140 / $80 / $60 / $40 / $20 = $340 *

#2 SKINS A Little Harder but Still Pretty Simple $80 / $50 / $40 / $30 / $20 = $220 *

#3 BALLIBUNION EVENTS Look at the Hole Sign! $80 / $50 / $40 / $30 / $20 = $220 *

1 Closest to the pin in regulation 7 First on the green 13 Closest to the pin (1st or 2nd shot if off the green)

2 Longest drive in the fairway 8 Longest putt made or not 14 Closest drive to pin (but not on the green)

3 Longest putt made 9 Closest drive to #2 green 15 Closest to pin in regulation 

4 First to hole out (wait your turn) 10 Last to get ball on the green 16 Longest drive in the fairway (but not in a trap)

5 Shortest drive 11 Closest drive to the road (either side) 17 Farthest tee shot from the pin

6 Closest second shot to Manor Pkwy 12 First to arrive at the 12th tee 18 Longest putt made

#4 CARNUSTI EVENTS THESE ARE NEVER RIGHT $80 / $50 / $40 / $30 / $20 = $220 *

TIGERS (a) Longest drive in the fairway (Not on par 3s) GREENIES (a) Closest to the pin (in/ahead of regulation) on the green

ARNIES Net par or better made from a drive not in the fairway or on the green or on the fringe

POLIES Putt made longer than the flagstick SNAKES The dreaded three putt (deduct one carnusti)

CAMELS Up and down from a bunker (for any score) BIRDIES Net birdie or better

(a) proprated for any threesomes (75%) - if 20 is 19 eg

OTHER IMPORTANT JUNK FROM THE TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR * purses based on a field of 20

RULES OF PLAY

MULLIGANS ONE PER PLAYER PER NINE RE-PLAY ANY TEE SHOT 

SHAPIROS ONE PER PLAYER PER NINE RE-PLAY ANY SHOT

ANTI SHAPIROS ONE PER PLAYER PER ROUND ORDER RE-PLAY OF ANY OTHER PLAYER'S SHOT

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The Fairway

Putt

Longest Drive

ENTRY FEE

HANDICAPS

WINNERS & LOSERS

$50 per player to be paid to the tournament director prior to tee time  

Full USGA handicaps will apply. (e.g. a 15 handicap will get a stroke on the 15 hardest holes)

In case of individual tournament ties, prize money for that tournament will be combined and split evenly.  In the unlikely event of a tie 

at the top of the whole thing, tiebreakers will be based on money won per tournament (in the order above)

FINAL IMPORTANT

NOTE

The tournament director or designate(s) will make all rulings and resolve any and all disputes.  Including but not limited to:  "that isn't 

fairway", "that's on the green", "that's clearly visible", "where do I drop?", "you hit it twice, too late for a shapiro", "what's a 

mulligan?", and, of course, "my daddy could beat up your daddy".

If the tee shot is in bounds and clearly visible, a mulligan hit must be used.  To speed up play, if the tee shot is not clearly visible or potentially OB, a mulligan 

hit will be provisional and either the tee shot or the mulligan may ultimately be played.  If the original tee shot is used (including one that is indeed OB), the 

mulligan remains available for another hole.   Merry Christmas.

Same as a mulligan but can be used to replay any shot, i.e. drive, chip, putt, etc.  If used for a tee shot, same rules apply exactly as a mulligan.  If used for any 

other shot, it is not provisional and must be used.  

Must be declared before a succeeding shot is played by any player. As a result, the original shot is deemed to have never happened...for all Mondo 

tournaments (and A&G)...never happened.  A player may not anti-shapiro himself/herself/itself.   (max 2 used on any one player per round)

The grassy (not sandy) area bordered by the front of the tee box, the front of the green's fringe, and the edges of the rough.

Any stroke that originates on the green.  If not on the green, no matter what club is hit, it is not a putt. 

The tee shot that travels the farthest distance from the tee box.  

The Mondo at Royal Madison consists of four tournaments within the tournament.  Each one has its own purse (shown below).  The Mondo 

champion is the player that wins the most total money.   The tournaments and their respective purses (1st - 6th) are:

Overall LOW NET winner and all places will be based on lowest net score among all players.  

One SKIN is awarded if there is a lowest net score on a hole among all players.  There are no carryovers. Overall winner and 

places will be based on most skins. If no skins, then all players are winners. 

One BALLIBUNION will be awarded to the winner of each hole event below within each foursome.  Overall winner and places will 

be based on most ballibunions among all players.  

One CARNUSTI will be awarded for each qualifying shot or score in the seven categories below within each foursome.  Overall 

winner and places will be based on most carnustis among all players.

Play the ball up anywhere but greens, fringes, and traps.  12 inches no closer to the hole.  OB is OB (must be off the course grounds or 

white staked).  Rehit with a one-stroke penalty.  Lost is only sort of lost.  Drop in the area and take a one-stroke penalty.  Play a ball in 

a hazard, red stakes (there are very few at the old course), like a ball in the hazard.   No "I'll finish" allowed on the 4th or 11th green.  

All gimmes must be unanimous within the group.


